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The Republic P-47D Thunderbolt is one of the featured aircraft in the WWII gallery in our J. Elroy McCaw Personal Courage Wing.
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We acknowledge that The Museum of Flight is on the traditional land of the Duwamish—past, present, and future. We honor with gratitude the land itself, the Coast Salish people, and their place in the ongoing story of aerospace.

The Museum of Flight is dedicated to providing a welcoming experience and safe space for all visitors, staff, volunteers, learners and community members. We respect, celebrate and honor all people and the unique perspective they bring to our institution. All are welcome.
Museum Campus
Outdoor Aircraft + Map

- The Museum’s five galleries span across both sides of East Marginal Way South with the T. Evans Wyckoff Memorial Bridge connecting the West Campus to the East Campus. There are select aircraft located outdoors on our lawns.

East Lawn
1. Lockheed 1049G Super Constellation

South Lawn

Vietnam Veterans Memorial Park
3. B-52G Stratofortress

HELPFUL HINT:
We recommend driving to the Park to visit before or after you tour the Museum.

Vietnam Veterans Memorial Park
A space for reflection and remembrance of the sacrifices of Vietnam War veterans with the Museum's B-52G Stratofortress 59-2584 Midnight Express as the Park's centerpiece. Made possible through the Project Welcome Home campaign, which provided support for the restoration of the B-52G. Park is FREE and open to the public from sunrise to sunset.
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Return Trip Ticket
Didn't see it all? That's okay!
Purchase a Return Trip Ticket to come back and visit another day at a discounted price, within 7 days of your original admission purchase.
Explore more than 50 historic aircraft, tracing the first century of human flight, including the world’s only remaining M-21 Blackbird and learn how early rocketry led to space travel in the APOLLO exhibit.

Aircraft (Hanging)
1. Boeing B&W (replica)
2. Gossamer Albatross II
3. Swallow Commercial
4. Lamson L-106 Alcor
5. Ryan M-1
6. Cessna CG-2 Glider
7. McAllister Yakima Clipper
8. Heath Model V Parasol
9. Aerocna C-2
10. Douglas DC-3
11. Stinson SR Reliant
12. Granville Gee Bee Z
13. Stearman PT-13A Kaydet
14. Aerocna L-3B Grasshopper
15. Beech C-45H (D-18)
16. Bowers Fly Baby 1A
17. Fairchild F-24W
18. Northrop YF-5A Freedom Fighter
19. Piper J-3 Cub
20. Lockheed F-104C Starfighter
21. Sikorsky HH-52A Seaguard
22. Lear Fan 2100
23. Lockheed YO-3A
24. Stephens Akro
25. DG-505M Perlan
26. Pratt-Read PR-G1 Glider
27. Fieseler Fi 103 “V1”
28. Insitu Aerosonde Laima
29. Insitu ScanEagle
30. Boeing AGM-86B Air-launch Cruise Missile (mock-up)
31. Lockheed Martin RQ-3A DarkStar
32. Wright 1903 Flyer (reproduction)
33. Boeing Model 40B (reproduction)
34. Boeing Model 80A-1
35. Boeing Model 100
36. Stearman C-3B
37. Curtiss Robin C-1
38. Stinson Model O
39. Lockheed Model 10-E Electra
40. Mikoyan & Gurevich MiG-15bis
41. Canadair CL-13B Sabre Mk.6
42. Vought XF8U-1 Crusader
43. Bell UH-1H Iroquois “Huey”
44. McDonnell F-4C Phantom II
45. Mikoyan & Gurevich MiG-21 PFM/SPS
46. Lockheed Blackbird M-21
47. Lockheed D-21B Drone
48. Taylor Aerocar III
49. Leonardo da Vinci’s II Cigno (reproduction)
50. Montgolfiere (1:10 scale model)
51. Chanute-Herring Glider (replica)
52. Lilenthal Monoplane Glider (replication)
53. Rumpler Taube (reproduction)
54. Wright 1902 Glider (reproduction)

Spacecraft (Floor)
55. Sputnik 1 (engineering model)
56. Explorer 1 (replica)
57. Resurs Descent Module
58. Mercury Capsule (mock-up)
59. Rocketdyne F-1 Engine
60. Lunar Roving Vehicle (mock-up)
61. Apollo Command Module 007A
62. Lunar Module Ascent Stage (mock-up)

Lobby (Hanging)
50. Kokorin & Gurevich MiG-15bis
51. Canadair CL-13B Sabre Mk.6
52. Vought XF8U-1 Crusader
53. Mikoyan & Gurevich MiG-21 PFM/SPS
54. Lockheed D-21B Drone
55. Taylor Aerocar III

Spacecraft (Hanging)
55. Sputnik 1 (engineering model)
56. Explorer 1 (replica)
57. Resurs Descent Module
58. Mercury Capsule (mock-up)
59. Rocketdyne F-1 Engine
60. Lunar Roving Vehicle (mock-up)
61. Apollo Command Module 007A
62. Lunar Module Ascent Stage (mock-up)
William E. Boeing
Red Barn
Info + Map

» Explore the birthplace of The Boeing Company in its original manufacturing plant! Includes rare artifacts, a factory workshop and exhibits on the early history of American aerospace.

THE MUSEUM OF FLIGHT STORE
Also available online at museumofflightstore.org

Bring home a keepsake to share with family and friends! Flight-related gifts, apparel, books, models, toys and more. You will find something for everyone on your list. All sales support the mission of The Museum of Flight.
J. Elroy McCaw
Personal Courage Wing

- Witness the stories of courage and dedication of the men and women involved in WWI and WWII air combat. Hear their stories in the Quonset Hut Theater and French Farmhouse Theater and fly a WWI fighter.

First Floor
World War II Gallery

Aircraft (Floor)
1. Messerschmitt Bf 109 E-3
2. Supermarine Spitfire Mk.IX
3. Curtiss P-40N Warhawk
4. Nakajima Ki-43-Ill Hayabusa "Oscar" (reproduction)
5. Lockheed P-38L Lightning
6. General Motors FM-2 Wildcat
7. Goodyear FG-1D Corsair
8. Republic P-47D Thunderbolt
9. Yakovlev Yak-9U
10. North American P-51D Mustang

Aircraft (Hanging)
21. Fokker E.III (reproduction)
22. Sopwith Pup (reproduction)
23. Fokker Dr.I Triplane F.I (reproduction)
24. Nieuport 27 (reproduction)
25. Sopwith F.1 Camel (reproduction)
26. Fokker D.VII (reproduction)
27. Sopwith 7.F.1 Snipe (reproduction)
28. Fokker D.VIII (reproduction)

Did you know?
The WWI Gallery is on the second floor because the WWI planes are lighter in weight.
Now everyone can be an astronaut! Board the famous Space Shuttle Trainer and walk in the footsteps of heroes. Discover how they learned to live and work in space and find out what’s next as we venture to the International Space Station, Mars and beyond.

Did you know?
The Museum’s Library and Archives contains over 120,000 books, manuals and journals and over 4 million photographs.

Through the Museum’s Dahlberg Research Center, researchers, students and visitors can explore more of the Museum’s collection beyond what we have on display in our galleries.

For more information or to make an appointment, call 206.764.5874, visit museumofflight.org/research, or send an email to curator@museumofflight.org.

Spacecraft (Floor)
1. NASA Full Fuselage Trainer
2. Soyuz TMA-14 Descent Module

Spacecraft (Hanging)
3. Scaled Composites SpaceShipOne (1:1 scale model)
4. Boeing Inertial Upper Stage (mock-up)
5. Boeing Global Positioning System IIF Satellite
6. Hubble Space Telescope (1:2 scale model)
Aviation Pavilion
Aircraft + Map

- Walk among giants in our covered, outside pavilion featuring rare and unique commercial and military aircraft from the 1930s to the present. You’ll see the very first Boeing 747, a Boeing 787 and the West Coast’s only Concorde! Also, the first jet Air Force One, the first 727 and the first 737.

Note: Aircraft open for touring are subject to change/closure. Please check the website or with any Staff Member for today’s availability.

FedEx Air Cargo Exhibit
Built from the fuselage of a former FedEx Boeing 727 freighter, this first-ever exhibit is a highly interactive, behind-the-scenes look inside the world of air deliveries.

Sponsored by FedEx

Aircraft
1. Concorde
2. Boeing 247D
3. Boeing VC-137B “Air Force One”
4. Douglas DC-2
5. Boeing 727-022
6. Grumman F9F-8 Cougar
7. Douglas A4-F Skyhawk
8. McDonnell Douglas AV-8C Harrier
9. Grumman A-6E Intruder
10. Grumman EA-6B Prowler
11. Grumman F-14A Tomcat
12. Boeing CH-47D Chinook My Old Lady
13. Antonov AN-2 Colt
14. Boeing 747 (Prototype)
15. Boeing 737 (Prototype)
16. Boeing 787 Dreamliner
17. Boeing WB-47E Stratojet
18. Boeing B-29 Superfortress
19. Boeing B-17 Flying Fortress
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Step Inside
Ever wondered what’s inside the cockpit? Scan the QR Code above for a 360° virtual tour of one of our iconic aircraft!
Or type this URL into your smartphone’s web browser: museumofflight.org/Step-Inside